POLY ROYALE COAT
Luxury Acrylic Paints
_______________________________________________________________________________________
INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
1) Surface preparation:
• Surface must be clean, free from oil, grease, dirt and chalk...
etc.
• Old painted surfaces should be cleaned from loose paint and
other materials that can affect adhesion
2) Recommended Application System:
•Use POLY SEAL PRIMER as a primer coat before applying
putty. Additional coat after applying putty helps improving
adhesion and spreading rate.
•Use POLY ACRY PUTTY / POLY UNOSHIELD PUTTY
for smoothening and leveling the surface
 Mix POLY ROYALE COAT thoroughly to uniform
consistency before use.
 It is recommended to dilute with water not exceeding 10%
for ease of application depending on climatic condition.
 Allow 6 hours of drying between each coat.

REMARKS
Alternative systems may be specified, depending on area of
use.
Please refer to technical office for application advice

PACKAGING
Refer to company price list or contact the local representative

STORAGE & SHELF-LIFE
36 months in original tightly closed containers away from
direct sunlight and excessive heat.
'Teflon is a registered trademark of The Chemours Company
FC, LLC
used under sublicense by Soib Chemical S. A. E "For exterior
use please refer to the exterior colour chart.
'Refer to Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS ) before using
the product.
Our Recommendations are based on extensive research as
well as practical experience. However, as the product is often
used under conditions beyond our control, we cannot
guarantee anything but the quality of the product itself. We
reserve the right to change the given data without notice.
Please note that this data sheet supersedes any previous
prints. For any additional information, please consult our
technical office .May/2015

APPLICATION TOOLS
Roller, Brush, Spray Gun.

THEORETICAL COVERAGE
10-13.5 m2 / Ltr. per coat at 30 - 40 microns DFT. Practical
coverage varies depending on surface porosity, application
method, DFT and losses.
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